ADVANCED ENDODONTIC SYSTEMS®
ERGO ELITE™ DRAWER/DOOR SYSTEMS
The New Ergo Elite with Drawers/Door
DESIGNER SERIES

ASI’s new Designer Series features the Ergo Elite
Advanced Endodontic System, taking customization
to a new level. An extensive redesign of our
traditional model has resulted in a higher standard of
instrument delivery. A new geometric profile provides
better visibility of instrument control panels and
increased worktop and storage space.
The Ergo Elite’s four drawers can be ordered left
or right facing to provide ergonomic delivery from
either side of the patient. By adding the Assistant’s
Instrument Package (air/water syringe, saliva ejector,
high volume evacuator, and solids trap), the system
becomes an ideal rear delivery unit.

New Features
The Ergo Elite incorporates the latest advancements
in design technology. New handpiece holders
improve precision, access, and safety during
activation. Stainless steel components permit worry
free disinfection and enhanced reliability. The new
chassis design, featuring fan cooling and a flip-down
control panel, facilitates servicing and upgrades to
the system. New custom colors and bonded quartz
granite-look worktops add impact to office decor.

Ergo Elite Drawer/Door Cart
Model 2133E

Rear Delivery
Ergo Elite with
Assistant's Package
Side Delivery
Ergo Elite with
Assistant's Cart

“The ASI Endodontic cart is simple, effective, versatile, easy to install and maintain.
Simply indispensable in my office!”
Dr. Michiel de Cleen
Amsterdam, Netherlands
DB1-080107
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ERGO ELITE™ DRAWER/DOOR SYSTEM
IMPROVED DESIGN FEATURES
Personalized Integration
Five instrument panels are available for the ultimate in
instrument integration. Ultrasonic units, obturation systems,
electric motors, and apex finders are conveniently located
and individually configured for fingertip operation. All
functions operate from a single foot control.

Capability
Up to three pneumatic 4-hole handpiece connectors are
included with an air/water syringe and an Endodontic air
only syringe with precision regulated low pressure.

Functionality
A streamlined, all-enclosed chassis conceals the dual clean
closed water system and optional irrigation bottles behind
the hinged door. The four drawer storage system can be
specified left or right facing. The system also features a builtin nook for additional instrument placement.

Upgradeable
The non-porous, hygienic Silestone worktop area can be
enhanced with optional swivel trays or CPU, monitor, and
keyboard mounts.

Sample configurations shown with optional instruments.
Systems will be custom integrated with the brands/models of
instruments you specify and in the order of placement you
request. All systems can be equipped with optional computer
monitor, keyboard and CPU mounts.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice and do not include shipping and handling.
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